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Background: The transmission mode of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 is
primarily known as droplet transmission. However, a recent argument has emerged about
the possibility of airborne transmission. On June 17, there was a coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) outbreak in Korea associated with long distance droplet transmission.
Methods: The epidemiological investigation was implemented based on personal interviews
and data collection on closed-circuit television images, and cell phone location data.
The epidemic investigation support system developed by the Korea Disease Control and
Prevention Agency was used for contact tracing. At the restaurant considered the site of
exposure, air flow direction and velocity, distances between cases, and movement of visitors
were investigated.
Results: A total of 3 cases were identified in this outbreak, and maximum air flow velocity
of 1.2 m/s was measured between the infector and infectee in a restaurant equipped with
ceiling-type air conditioners. The index case was infected at a 6.5 m away from the infector
and 5 minutes exposure without any direct or indirect contact.
Conclusion: Droplet transmission can occur at a distance greater than 2 m if there is direct
air flow from an infected person. Therefore, updated guidelines involving prevention, contact
tracing, and quarantine for COVID-19 are required for control of this highly contagious disease.
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INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) had spread throughout the world, and the total cases numbered
more than 17 million and 680,000 deaths by COVID-19 as of August 3, 2020.1 On January
20, 2020, a Chinese traveler from Wuhan, China, was identified as the first COVID-19 case
in Korea, after which only 30 cases of COVID-19 were reported until February 20 and were
based on visitors to the country and contact with them. After an outbreak associated with
a religious group in Daegu Metropolitan city, the number of new patients per day rapidly
increased to a maximum of 813 from late February to late March. The government of Republic
of Korea had increased the response level for public health emergency to level 3 (from level
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0 to level 3) on February 23, and had implemented high-intensity social distancing until May
5.2 Furthermore, the government applied the K-quarantine model ‘3T policy (Test-TraceTreat)’ system that included a rapid and exact test for COVID-19, investigation of the epidemic
using information and communication technology (ICT), and an isolation and care program
according to severity.3
On June 17, there was a new confirmed COVID-19 case (index case, case A) in Jeonju, Korea,
considered as transmitted by droplets at 6.5 m away from the infector and 5 minutes exposure
in a restaurant with air conditioning. It is important to know how SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted
between people in various situations. We share these investigation results as a reference to
update guidelines involving prevention, tracing, and quarantine for control of this pandemic
infectious disease.

METHODS
Personal factor investigation
The epidemiological investigation was implemented according to the ‘Infectious Diseases
Control and Prevention Act’ (Act number 16725) in Korea and the guidelines for response
to COVID-19 by the Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency (KDCA).4 Data
comprising patient's personal statements by interview, medical institution usage history,
credit card record, closed-circuit television (CCTV) images, cell phone location data, and
other associated information were secured by an epidemiological investigation team.5 The
Epidemic Investigation Support System (EISS) developed by KDCA was also used for location
tracking of confirmed cases and hot-spot analysis.6 Nasopharyngeal specimens of cases and
close contacts were collected and tested using real-time reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction (rRT-PCR) by Jeollabuk-do Institute of Health & Environment Research, and
genome sequencing analysis for verifying association between cases was performed by the
KDCA.7 In total, 10–100 ng of the extracted viral RNA with a maximum volume of 8.5 µL was
subjected to target enrichment using a Truseq RNA library prep for enrichment (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA) and Truseq RNA Enrichment (Illumina). Dual-index filtering and
adapter trimming were conducted on the sequences using our in-house scripts. Hybridization
probes were designed to cover the whole genome of SARS-CoV-2 using the Wuhan-Hu-1
strain.8 The biotinylated probes were 120 base pair in length with 3 × tiling (Celemics, Inc.
Seoul, Korea). In total, 745 conserved probes were generated.

Environmental factor investigation
As a result of EISS analysis, one restaurant (restaurant A) was visited by case A on June 12
and was identified as the site of exposure. The first field investigation was started from June
19 based on assessment of CCTV, table locations, timeline, and movement route of case
A and other people in the restaurant were verified. Also, the internal structure, distance
between visitors, and exact locations of the ceiling type air conditioners were investigated. Air
speed and direction at several specified positions were precisely measured using a portable
anemometer (Kestrel 2500; Nielsen-Kellerman Co. Boothwyn, PA, USA) on June 24 and July 2.
To measure air flow, we set the air conditioner at the same fan speed and direction of June 12.
The chairs of cases and visitors were also occupied by people to simulate the same situation.
A total of 39 environmental samples of inlets and outlets of air conditioners, table seat of case
A, and nearby tables and chairs in consideration of air flow direction were collected on June 23
for testing of SARS-CoV-2 in the environment and were analyzed by rRT-PCR test.9
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RESULTS
Personal factors associated with the outbreak
The symptoms of the index case (case A) started on June 16, and the probable period of
exposure was assumed to be from June 2 to June 15 according to the incubation period of
SARS-CoV-2. Because case A had no history of overseas travel and travel outside Jeonju, where
there had been no confirmed case in the previous 2 weeks, we used the EISS of the KDCA to
gather data from June 2 to June 15. The results showed only one (case B) of 538 confirmed
domestic cases with a tracking map overlapping that of case A during that period. The site of
overlap was a restaurant (restaurant A), where case A and case B were co-located for 5 minutes
on June 12 based on CCTV images. Case B lives in Daejeon Metropolitan city within an hour's
drive away from Jeonju, and visited Jeonju only on June 12. Therefore, we tentatively considered
case B is the primary case (infector) and case A as the secondary case (infectee). When case
B was in the restaurant, they came into close contact with 11 visitors and two employees who
did not properly wear a mask. The epidemiological investigation team ordered these contacts
to undergo the rRT-PCR test for SARS-CoV-2 on June 19 or 20, and to perform a minimum
14-day quarantine until June 26. Among the 13 close contacts during the quarantine period,
one additional case (case C, visitor) was confirmed to have COVID-19 on June 20. Finally, case
B spread COVID-19 to two infectees in this restaurant, for an attack rate of 15.4% (2/13). The
exposure day was June 12, and the symptom onset of case B was June 13, resulting in a median
incubation period and serial interval of 5 days and 4 days, respectively, consistent with previous
reports.10-12 There was another case in that restaurant (case D). Case D is a companion of case B
and visited this restaurant with case B on June 12. Case D had been exposed to another epidemic
patient in Daejeon city on June 11 and showed a positive result for SARS-CoV-2 on June 16, with
symptom onset the day before. Because case D could not spread COVID-19 to other people at
that time, case D was excluded from this outbreak investigation (Figs. 1 and 2).

Environmental factors and mode of transmission
Restaurant A was located on the first floor of a six-story building totaling 96.6 square meters
in size (9.2 × 10.5 m) without windows or a ventilation system. There were two doors in the
restaurant, one at the front (door 1) and the other at the back (door 2). Two ceiling-type air
conditioners were diagonally located at 3.2 m from the floor as shown in Fig. 3; they were fixed
with wire and had been operating at the time the cases were in restaurant A. On CCTV, case A
and his companion entered the restaurant at 16:00 on June 12 and finished their meals before
case B (with case D) entered at 17:15 using door 2. Case B and his colleague sat at a table near
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Fig. 1. The asymptomatic period and symptom onset of all three coronavirus disease 2019 cases.
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Fig. 2. Timeline of coronavirus disease 2019 infector and infectees in the restaurant. Case A (index case) overlaps
about 5 minutes (17:15–17:20) with case B (infector), who overlaps case C for about 21 minutes (17:22–17:43).

door 2, at a 6.5-m distance from case A, who did not leave from his table or share his table
with others. Cases A and B engaged in conversation with their respective companions without
masks. At 17:20, case A went out of the restaurant A using door 1. In 2 minutes, case C and
his companions (V6, V7) entered the restaurant A using door 1 and sat at another table 4.8
m distant from case B, where they remained for 21 minutes before case B left his table using
door 1 at 17:43. The distance between case A and case B was 6.5 m, and the air flow direction
at positions of both cases showed a maximum of 1.0 m/sec (3.6 km/hr) velocity measured by
anemometer. The air flow between case B and case C showed a maximum of 1.2 m/sec (4.3
km/hr) over a 4.8 m distance. All positions such as guest tables, infectors, and infectees,
ceiling air conditioners, and information for air speed and direction are shown in Fig. 3.
The 39 environment samples for SARS-CoV-2 were all negative by rRT-PCR. The results of
genome sequencing of the three patients were presented as all three cases' genomic types
were GH type and identical for each other (data not shown).
Summary of epidemiological findings and implications: 1) Indoor air flow (maximum
velocity, 1.0 m/sec) could have transmitted droplets from the infector (case B) to infectee
(case A) within 6.5 m and 5 minutes of exposure and to a second infectee (case C) within
4.8 m and 21 minutes of exposure. 2) The attack rate among exposures at the restaurant was
15.4% (2/13; 95% CI, 8.3%–22.5%) and is higher than the secondary attack rate among the
total close contacts (0.6%; 0.3%–1.0%) and only household contacts (7.6%; 3.7%–14.3%)
but was similar to a call center exposure outbreak (15.1%; 10.8%–20.6%).13,14 3) COVID-19
transmission by droplets from an infector can occur over a greater than 2 m distance with
a short period of exposure when combined with air flow. The guidelines on quarantine
and epidemiological investigation must be updated to reflect these factors for control and
prevention of COVID-19. 4) The EISS for tracing COVID-19 patients was very useful and
shortened the time to locate the infection source. This system could suppress the regional
epidemic scale of the virus and reduce the burden for testing, isolation, and treatment.

DISCUSSION
The SARS-CoV-2 virus is mainly transmitted through respiratory droplets emitted from
an infector's coughing, sneezing, talking, and normal breathing and upon close contact
between people.15 These droplets are typically divided into large and small sizes (also called
aerosol) based on a diameter of 5 μm. The large particles (also called droplets) tend to settle
within 1–2 m of their origin due to gravitational force, and the settling velocity is proportional
https://jkms.org
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the outbreak restaurant equipped with ceiling-type air conditioners. The arrowed solid
streamlines represent the air flow directions in the restaurant. Curved air streamlines represent that air streams
from the ceiling air conditioners are reflected from the wall or barrier, and move downward toward the floor.

to the particle diameter.16 Therefore, social distancing requires a minimum of 1–2 m to avoid
contact with a virus-containing respiratory droplet. In the situation of no effective treatment
drug or vaccine, the most important personal methods to prevent or control this pandemic
of COVID-19 are social distancing, use of a mask (if social distancing cannot be maintained),
and handwashing.
Recently, it has been suggested that COVID-19 can be spread through not only droplets or
contact, but also airborne transmission. An experimental study showed that the COVID-19
virus in aerosol particles remained viable during 3 hours and 16 hours.17 Morawska and
Milton, together with their co-authors, 239 scientists, strongly suggested the possibility
of airborne transmission of COVID-19 based on several preprint findings, though there
has been no peer review of this research.18 The last updated version of the WHO scientific
brief reported on July 9, 2020 reported that airborne transmission by aerosols is rare, and
SARS-CoV-2 is spread primary between people through droplets or close contact. However,
the possibility of aerosol transmission in crowded indoor spaces has been suggested in
combination with droplet transmission.19
In this outbreak, the distances between infector and infected persons were 4.8 and 6.5 m,
both farther than the generally accepted 2 m droplet transmission range. This is some of the
first evidence of airborne transmission. At the field investigation, we assumed the possibility
https://jkms.org
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of long-distance droplet movement by air flow. Dbouk and Drikakis reported results of
computational fluid dynamics showing that most droplets settle within 1–2 m in the absence
of airflow. However, with a 4 km/hr or 15 km/hr wind, droplets could travel 6 m after 5 or 1.6
seconds, respectively.20 In the presented case, the air flow from infector to infectee showed
a 1.0–1.2 m/sec (3.6–4.3 km/hr) velocity, indicating the need for 6.5 seconds of contact to
transmit droplets from the infector to the index case. Only the visitors (cases A and C) sitting
in the air flow path of case B were infected with COVID-19, while other visitors (V2, V3)
closer to the infector for a longer period of time but in the absence of direct air flow did not
become infected. In addition, the visitors sitting at tables with cases A and C (V1, V6, and
V7) were not infected with COVID-19 because they faced away from the infector’s face. These
findings strongly suggest that this outbreak occurred by droplet transmission exceeding a
2 m distance and excluded contact and fomite transmission. This transmission pattern is
similar with the outbreak of a restaurant with air conditioning in Guangzhou, China.21 In this
article, the authors concluded that the most likely transmission was done by droplet and also
emphasized the direction of air flow.
Without the K-quarantine model (test-trace-treat) and EISS, it may have been very difficult
to establish an infection chain of this outbreak because the incubation period of COVID-19
has a wide range from 1 to 14 days, and the exposure occurred only once for 5 minutes at
a 6.5 m distance. Based on this system, the infector was identified within 2 days after the
index case was confirmed. This short period of identification could simplify identification
of close contacts and reduce outbreak size by quarantining of all close contacts. In most
COVID-19 outbreak situations, identification of the infection chain is difficult or almost
impossible. An outbreak for which an infectious source cannot be determined may be due to
failure of consideration of a short period of exposure or of clearly verifying the movements
of the confirmed person. In addition, it suggests that some suspected airborne transmission
reports may be misinterpreted based on lack of awareness of the long transmission
mechanism of droplets.
The guideline for control of droplet transmission over a long distance (above 2 m) by air
flow in indoor settings are similar to those of airborne transmission and comprise sufficient
ventilation and social distancing (avoid overcrowding, maintain distance between people).22
However, if there is high possibility of transmission by aerosol or droplet transmission over
a long distance, N95 respiratory or equivalent masks are needed not only in health care
settings, but in any indoor environment. In Korea, the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety is
concerned with approval of medical mask like KF99, KF94, and KF80 and developed a type of
mask named KF-AD (anti-droplet) for COVID-19. Any such mask, including KF and surgical,
that can protect against droplets should be sufficient for preventing droplet transmission.
According to this case, additional considerations need to occur for COVID-19 prevention and
control. The first is that transmission in an indoor setting is possible at a distance greater
than 2 m with a short period of exposure (five minutes), and selection of close contacts in
contact tracing should be changed. When epidemiological field investigation of an indoor
environment is needed, it is necessary to assess the seating arrangement and operation and
location of fans (including ceiling fans) or air conditioners with wind direction and velocity. It
is also necessary to ventilate frequently for management of indoor air or to apply a ventilation
system or forced ventilation method if natural ventilation is not possible. Furthermore, the
distance between tables at an indoor restaurant or cafeteria should be greater than 1–2 m, or
installation of a wind partition should be considered based on air flow. In addition, in indoor
https://jkms.org
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settings such as restaurants, masks should be removed only during meals and should be worn
before and after eating, while conversation during meals and loud talking or shouting should
be avoided. In the long term, installation of separate rooms or bulkheads for indoor settings
should be considered to prevent transmission of airborne and droplet infectious diseases.
There are some limitations to this study. First, we did not assess air flow using computational
fluid dynamics. In addition, the air flow measurement can't reflect all the same situations
because opening of doors and motions of cases and visitors were not reproduced. However,
air flow direction and velocity were identified between the infector and infectees using an
anemometer in the most similar environment as possible. Second, environmental samples
were collected at 11 days after the inspector visit. Though all these results were negative, this
was not proof against airborne transmission.
In conclusion, droplet transmission can occur at a distance greater than 2 m if there is direct
air flow from an infected person in an indoor setting. Therefore, updated guidelines for
quarantine and environmental management of COVID-19 are needed until approval of an
effective treatment drug or vaccine.
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